Entry Form: WCG’s 45th Anniversary Exhibit
“Letters Nurtured in Solitude”

Deadline: June 30, 2021

Please use a separate entry form for each artwork. There is no entry fee. Each participant may submit images for up to three individual artworks. Ideally only one overview photo or print is required for each artwork being considered. If, however, you are submitting images for a larger work, you may provide two additional detail photos or prints along with the overview comprehensive image. If you need more space to describe your artwork or provide any translations, please include a separate artist’s statement.

Labeling images discreetly:
If physically mailing prints or photos, please write a code onto the back of the images using a ballpoint pen or permanent marker. A code consists of the first three letters of your surname followed by the number of your entry. For example, if your last name is Rembrandt and you are sending two entries, they would be labeled: REM1 and REM2. For the detail shots of the same entry, the codes become REM1a and REM1b. Also write “Top” at the top front of each image. Do not attach your entry forms to the images, as this will further protect your identity during judging. When digitally submitting, the same labeling method should be applied to the file names.

Provide the first three letters of your surname and the entry number below:

☐ ☐ ☐ ☑

E-mail for notification purposes: ____________________________________________

Title: _________________________________________________________________

Description: ___________________________________________________________

________________________________________

Media used: ___________________________________________________________

Dimensions: ___________________________________________________________

Copyright permissions for text/images used (if applicable)?  Y / N
(If your entry is chosen, you will be required to provide proof.)

If the work is not in English, please tell us about the text:

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________